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Arts Trail Summary
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This year is like no year we have seen before. Planning and more planing went into this

event to ensure it could go ahead safely. Due to COVID-19 the visitor numbers have not

been broken down into local and out of areas, however it has been noted that through

conversations with participants that there seemed to be a high number of people from

Canberra, the South Coast and Northern Beaches (all of which got targeted Social

Media posts and advertising). 

This years Arts Trail was successful for potentially many reasons as there have been

multiple changes and additions this year, however due to COVID-19 we are unable to

truly measure the success of each component. Part of the success could have been the

result as people were not travelling and looking for places to go and things to see. This

will be kept in mind for 2021. We hope we can continue to engage 2020 visitors to

ensure they return next year.  

Visits to Studios 

Studio visits were potentially even higher

than reported. Due to COVID-19 people were

required to physically sign-in or use the QR

code. Artists ensured as best as possible that

visitors signed in, however it was noted on the

first weekend the form did not allow visitors

to add guests. It is therefore possible groups

were signing in as one per group. The QR

code was updated late Saturday (7/11)

afternoon to have the ability to add guests. 
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Statistics at a Glance

37 Studios and 9 Galleries vs 46 Studios and 0 Galleries in 2019

8798 Studio Visitors and 3054 Gallery Visitors (total of 11, 852 Visitors) up from a total

of 6689 in 2019. This is an increase of 77%

Sales Figures for Studios $316,974.30 up from $156, 288. An increase of 102%

contributing to our Creatives and our regions economic growth.

Website Statistics: 4,888 page views, Average Session duration 3mins 25sec

53.5% on Mobile  I  40.4% Desktop I 6.1% Tablet 

Social Media Interactions Facebook 5,200 minutes Vs 5 min in 2018.
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Studio Sales

Pre-2019, Studio and Galleries were only

ever asked for to submit an estimate on

their sales figures. In 2019 Artists were

asked for actual figures. It is now a

requirement of participation (and

included in the Terms and Conditions)

to submit a Sales Report. This has

improved the accuracy in reporting and

now and into the future it will be

possible to use the data to track sales,

visitors numbers and approximate

average price points.  

Sales daily breakdown

As the data grows each year and we

continue to track sales per day and as

Artists get better at submitting reports,

it is anticipated that we will be able to

monitor trends over each day and

weekend. This will result in having the

ability to more effectively target groups

for marketing, improved mapping for

events and make multiple ads more

specific for each group and region. 

Significant increase of engagement

and content on Social Media

Increased spend on Social media

targeted ads.

Significantly higher engagement from

community media (radio and local

newspaper/Facebook).

Workshops for Artists with skill based

workshops, particularly around taking

photographs, using and developing

social media skills.  

Introduction of Mini Trails and Events.

 This year higher sales were attributed to:

Sales per day
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Social Media

Social Media, proved to be by far the most effective way to push out and advertise our

Creatives and the Trail! There is no year that can be used as a comparison as so many

more components were added this year, all of which played a significant role of the Arts

Trail success.  Scheduling posts, featuring every Artists, Studio and Gallery, tagging,

sharing and paid Facebook and Instagram ads all played a part. 

Content: 24 Artists Videos were created, a pre-event promo video and a wrap up of the

event video all contributing to the nearly 5,500 minutes the Facebook page was viewed!
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Facebook 

Due to resourcing all social media for Arts Trail

were suspended at the beginning of 2018.

Socials were re-launched on the 1st

September 2020, accounting for a huge

component of the activity online connected

to the artsfile.com.au website, Instagram and

Facebook. Content included Individual Artists,

Studio and Gallery posts, sharing content by

Trail Artists, Meet the Artist Videos, launch and

promo video.

Instagram

259 posts for Instagram

1,171 followers (increase of 138%)

Again, short videos had the highest traction

Instagram users were primarily locals

Paid Facebook Advertising had 8,920 reach.

Visitors spent over 5,200 minutes. People stay engaged in primarily the video content,

shared it and commented on most posts.  

Likes increased by 340 (increase of 40%)

Most participants that engage were not locals, coming from Sydney, Canberra and the

South Coast.

Highest engaged post on Instagram

http://www.artsfile.com.au/


What did we add?
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77%
Increased visitors to the Arts Trail,

benefiting Creatives & local businesses 

102%
Increased sales figures for local

Creatives

What We Did

Online application (now via the website) with Terms and Conditions; this decreased

administration time of building each individual web-page.

Curatorial Committee; increased the quality and standard of local Art and Creatives,

raising the bar of professionalism that is represented on the Trail. 

Individual application and participation fee (per Artists, opposed to per Studio).

Inclusion of Galleries.

Photographic tutorial video and written guidelines (this helped with getting quality

images that were print ready).

Improved map with the addition of a key with clearer information.

Skills workshops for all local Creatives, not just those on the Trail.

Re-launching Social Media platforms and building content for Socials and the

Artsfile website.

Content Building - 24 Artist Videos, promo video and wrap-up video. 

Addition of Radio Interviews (4 on 2ST, 9 on Highland FM, 12 x "Meet the Artists

columns in Southern Highlands News, appeared in print and on Facebook.

Paid Advertising: Social Media Ads ($250 this was an increase from $100 in 2019),

advertising in Highlife and as an addition this year coverage in the JCG Magazines. 

New signage (the process of placement of the Signs will go back to the responsibility

of the Artists in 2021 with clear guidelines, including safety procedures). 

Multiple mini opening with the online version produced by Council that got "live"

screened across social media and the Council YouTube channel.  

Introduction of GPS Mapping and (9) Mini Trails to improve visitor experience.

Mini Events (25 in total) to give visitors a reason to visit, start or end their Trail on. 

Introduction of the use of several hashtags.

This year we saw many changes and additions that will in turn ensure that next year

and future Arts Trails are easier to manage.



Our De-Brief
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What We Said

Southern Tablelands Arts have free membership for all creatives and you can apply

for new grants coming up part of the Re-Start funding they have received. for more

information visit their website https://www.southerntablelandsarts.com.au/

Have an evening with Artists as a 'meet and greet' at the welcome Centre a month

out from the Trail. An opportunity for Artists to network with the Welcome Centre

staff and tell them 'their' story.

Advertising in Art Almanac, National Gallery (Art on You) and Look Magazine

Research to cost of flashing light signage, bus and Taxi advertising.

New Flags

More Signage for Artists. It was agreed that Artists would get large and small signs

again from 2021 with safer guidelines in place. 

Tulip Time pop-up stall with Artists able to put in an expression of interest to

participate.

Enhanced downloadable map

Better sign-in sheet and tally for next year (if covid requires)

Introduction of a partnered photography course 

Writing course to improve bios

More Social media training separated into beginners and advanced.

Introduction to Air B&B's

Mini Trail - walking versions

Artist distribution of maps, flyers and posters to Sydney and surrounds

More maps printed for distribution

Large banners to go up at Chev College and outside the Bowral pool

Large banner placed on the Church Ave exit/cross over bridge for a few weeks before

and during Art Trail. Permission can be obtained from Roads and Maritime Services

for selected bridges over main roads for supporting community events.

Thank you to those of you who participated in the de-brief, face to face or emailed

direct. You will find a summary below of thing to note and change for next year.

Next year we will ensure more Artist workshops and the media campaign will start

earlier with artist video and sponsorship opportunities all being added next year.  

https://www.southerntablelandsarts.com.au/

